
Introducing ThoughtWireOS, an Operating System for HighIQSmartTM 

Buildings, Districts and even Cities. 

Founded in Healthcare, our platform was designed to improve decision making and save 
lives, by getting the right information to the right people to make the right decisions at 
precisely the right time.  The challenges ThoughtWire solves for Healthcare are extremely 
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the commercial and corporate real estate industry. 

ThoughtWireOS is unapparelled and unmatched by other solutions serving the built space, 
and that means only ThoughtWire buildings are HighIQSmart™.

ThoughtWireOS leverages our exclusive Sense-Think-Act cycle which continuously updates 
our Operational Digital Twin with physical data from the building and contextual data from its 
occupants.  Our Reasoning Engine uses Machine Learning and AI to intelligently orchestrate 
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timize their processes in sub-second time and focus on the most mission critical activities.

We centered the design of ThoughtWireOS on user experience,
for a solution that truly adds value for your facility managers and the people who

work, live and play in your built spaces.

HighIQSmart Buildings are ESG powerhouses:
• Evironmental ǽ�2TWJ�JɂHNJSY��RTWJ�XZXYFNSFGQJ�FSI�RTWJ�WJXNQNJSY�

• Social - Safer, healthier for occupants, and increased user loyalty.

• Governance - Transparent access to data, client ownership of that data, and valuable 
reporting of key metrics.

Why ThoughtWire?
1. Integrate anything at the speed of Thought:  Our patented technology means no other 

platform can Sense-Think-Act at our speed and scale.

2. Safe, sustainable, and resilient buildings:  Our proven smart buildings co-platform 
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3. Not just tech - a partnership:  We are on a shared mission to bring future buildings to 
life. Let’s do it right, together.

4. Privacy, by design:  As a founding member of Innovate Cities we are a building a better 
way to protect each individual’s privacy, through our Data Trust.

5. Open, interoperable, and future proof: �4ZW�TUJS�FWHMNYJHYZWJ�NX�NSɀSNYJQ^�J]YJSXNGQJ�
and ready for tomorrow’s technologies.

6. Be ready:  Our platform can deliver instantaneous contextual emergency instructions to 
residents and visitors.

Make your buildings HighIQSmart™  
with ThoughtWireOS

Contact:       For a Demo:
Kyle.tooke@thoughtwire.com     visit www.thoughtwire.com


